Firmware Change History for CW-C6000 series/CW-C6500 series
Version

Category

03.59.TS05JC

Added support model/OS CW-C6500 series

Detail

03.59.TS26JC

Added new function

CW-C6000 series

Changed function

Changed the timing of starting the suction fan and inserting of a label when
inserting labels
Changed the determination time to lock the carriage
Changed the carriage return operation interrupted by an error opening the
front cover during printing

03.59.TS19K2

Bug fix

Fixed a misdescription in the WebConfig

Changed function

Changed a picture displayed on the LCD explaining how to remove paper jam

Fixed bug

Fixed the remaining amount of ink displayed on the LCD during printing
Corrected misdescription on the LCD
Fixed a bug occurred in the process to cancel jobs

03.59.TS25K3

Changed function

Changed Peeler motor's control parameter

Fixed bug

Fixed a misdescription on the LCD panel

Changed a misdescription on the LCD panel (WebConfig)
Fixed the message displayed on the LCD panel after an error is released
Fixed the masking area starting position for printing
03.60.TS21K5

Changed function

To comply with the requirements of China's Energy Efficiency Label, changed
respective default values for the followings:
- Power consumption in the Sleep state
- Timeout period to go into the Power saving mode
Changed the Administrator lock function on the LCD panel

03.60.TS29K7

Added new function

Added the matte black ink
Ink discharging function
Enabled various settings using EpsonDeviceAdmin

Changed function
Bug fix
03.60.TS01K9

Bug fix

03.60.TS09KA

Function change
Bug fix

03.60.TS14L1

Updated support OS
Bug fix

03.60.TS04L6

Updated support OS

Bug fix
03.60.TS01LA

Updated support OS

Changed function

03.60.TS29LB

Changed function

Displaying of remaining amount of paper in WebConfig
Manual paper feeding
Enhanced the compatibility with the Zebra printer
Complied with the regulations
(SB 327) in California, U.S.
Reset of the Administrator lock password
Added the number of Read and Write function to cope with external I/O
devices.
Fixed a bug that a black square is printed in a specific area of one
label during the continuous printing process.
Fixed a bug below:
If you leave the printer on without printing, the power is turned off
automatically after 8 hours passes from the time when the power
was turned on.
* This symptom occurred only in the following specifications:
- CW C6500Ae , CW C6500Pe
- CW C6000Ae , CW C6000Pe
Changed the way to store data.
Fixed a bug that the printer is initialized when using a mix of genuine and
Fixed a bug that an error occurred communication between Epson Device
Supported macOS Big Sur (11.0)
Fixed error messages that are displayed via MIB (Management Information
Base).
Added "Clear error" to the stop condition for the continuous ringing
End of support for the following OSes:
- Windows XP SP3 (32bit)
- Windows Server 2003SP2 (32bit)
- Windows Server 2003 R2 SP2 (32/64bit)
- Windows 11 (64bit)
- Windows Server 2022 (64 bit)
Fixed a calculation error that occurred in counting the life of Maintenance
pump porous pad.
Added support for the following OSes:
-Windows 11 (64 bit)
-Windows Server 2022
Improved the functionality for the following functions:
1)Paper width detection
2)Adjustment range of the print start position
3)External interface signals
4)Paper loading method
5)Abnormal noise that occurred at paper end
Improved the functionality for the following functions:
1)Modified the acceleration of the peeler motor
2)Adjusted the timing of the detecting process of the Taken detector for the
Peeler model

